SOCRATES

FOR LIBRARIES
“Libraries have an increasing role as community education centers including for homeschooling.
Socrates is a great online educational tool that helps meet these needs in a highly-effective way,
and should be offered by all libraries.”
Dr. Ronald R. Heenzan, Ph.D, Executive Director,
Las Vegas-Clark County Library District

WITH
SOCRATES
ABOUT
SOCRATES
The Socrates E-Learning Platform creates a
customized Learning Pathway for each student.
This Learning Pathway is a one-to-one match for
each student based on their own learning abilities
and also their own particular learning style. With
Socrates, students learn more and faster!

Your library’s role as a
modern learning center
is enhanced
Each library can have
their own librarybranded login page
Students learn up to
three times faster
Students have fun while
they learn
Your library can cater to
a wide-range of ages and
student abilities
It just takes a few
minutes to set up

Visit us online at:
www.WITHSOCRATES.com
The National Science Foundation awarded
Socrates with a grant in recognition of its
unique and significant societal benefit.

Schedule a demo today:
E: Socrates@withsocrates.com
P: 702-560-6776

SOCRATES FOR LIBRIARIES
Your library’s role as a modern
learning center is enhanced

Students have fun while they learn
Socrates features an extensive library of
games which encourage, reward and engage
students. Students collect tokens and tickets
by answering content-related questions.
When they play more, they learn more.

Libraries are increasingly recognized as
modern community-based learning centers,
especially for homeschoolers. Accordingly,
libraries need to have appropriate and
fit-for-purpose educational tools. Socrates
gives libraries the power of individualized
instruction to students. The National Science
Foundation has recognized Socrates for its
unique and significant societal benefits.

Your library can cater to a
wide-range of ages and student
abilities

Each library can have their own
library-branded login page

Socrates uses grade level to provide an initial
starting point in the learning pathway. After
that, each student learns at their own pace,
subject by subject and topic by topic. So,
regardless of student ability or learning style,
Socrates has them covered.

Libraries receive a customized URL for their
members and a landing page branded with
their own library logo. Members simply enter
their library card number to gain access.
Libraries will also have access to monthly
usage reports, promotional materials, chat
and email support, Socrates for tutoring, and
other in-library initiatives.

It just takes a few minutes to
set up

Students learn up to three times
faster

As a cloud-based solution, Socrates is highly
flexible, scalable, and secure. A library can be
set up with minimal time and effort – usually
in just minutes. Being cloud-based, Socrates
can go-anywhere and be-anywhere internet
is available. No need to worry about updates.
Your members will always have the latest
version of the software.

The Socrates engine uses robust data
computation to place students into
customized learning paths based on their own
natural abilities and learning style. This form
of artificial intelligence ensures that students
encounter questions that are never too hard
or too easy. Active users advance three times
faster than a traditional education path.

TESTIMONIALS

“It’s really fun to answer
questions and get a break to
spend tokens and play games.”
Age 6

“Socrates is fun! My favorite
game is the pizza party.”

Age 7

“It’s really fun and easy, very
cool. I rate this 5 stars!”

Age 10

Visit us online at:
www.WITHSOCRATES.com
Schedule a demo today:
E: Socrates@withsocrates.com
P: 702-560-6776

